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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Pendolino Project
The Pendolino Project has endeavoured to determine the optimum locations for the European intermodal terminals and distribution
platforms of the future.

A Dynamic Issue
Due to the dynamics of the global economy supply chain changes are occurring and will continue to occur very rapidly. In the FMCG
sector for example long-term projections of freight flows are virtually impossible: to predict where terminals to facilitate transhipment will
be in 10 years time would mean second guessing consumption versus production trends over the same time period and hoping that it
was right. This presented a core challenge to the Pendolino Project - namely to find a relatively stable factor upon which to base our
analysis.
The factor chosen was consumption: people generally will wish to live in the areas in which they are already settled. FMCG
manufacturers must take this into account. For this reason Pendolino has focused on demographics. An EU25 population rise1 is
expected until 2025 after which it will decline. The rise will be primarily due to migration. Eurostat further expects the working age
population to decrease by an alarming 52 million people by 2050.
The Pendolino Working Group drew on various sources of information to form a view of future principal areas of industrial and economic
activity, recognising the importance of the consumer even in areas where significant production will not be undertaken. These conclusions
inform the demand side of the Pendolino determination.

1

Please see Appendix 1 for the Eurostat Press Release.
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Key Drivers
The drivers identified by the Pendolino Working Group in determining optium locations were as follows:
x

Critical Mass - in the Nordic Countries and peripheral areas like Scotland and Ireland, niche products will be exported but the
overall trend will be the need to satisfy consumption demand through imports. As an example, one FMCG manufacturer stated that
a country like Scotland with only 5 million people will not catch their attention in terms of a local distribution model whereas the
population of nearby England was highly attractive: any distribution for Scotland or Ireland would necessarily be serviced from two
bases in England (London and Manchester).

x

Imbalance Of Trade – again using the UK as an example, continental shippers pay high costs for westbound traffic but benefit
from low eastbound rates due to the absence of exports and the need for transport providers to reposition equipment to areas of
higher yield.

x

Congestion - as much a driver of Project Pendolino as anything else; it is thus important to focus on activities which can reduce
congestion. Europe is in a state of gridlock and this is getting worse. The situation has been created, or at least exacerbated, by a
failure to co-ordinate infrastructure with the pressures created by efforts to meet the demands of the consumer driven economies of
EU Member States.
Competitive pressures have seen businesses adopt short termist approaches in their operations which compound congestion.
Governments have yet to come to terms with the basic congestion issues.
Emilio Fernandez, President of the F&L, pointed out that as congestion increases then road needs an ally to gain efficiency. He
observed that whilst the European Commission is making great efforts to improve the interoperability of the different railways in the
EU, achieving that will not be enough to secure reliability of freight services.
Rail must work on a continental scale; one single country is too small to allow rail to be efficient. The UK was the first Member
State to undertake liberalisation and privatisation. Rail has doubled its market share since then, but this is still not enough. The fact
that the British companies have until now been unable to continue their routes over the rest of the continent, in reliable conditions,
has prevented them from growing any further. Eurotunnel is one of the railway infrastructures that has most contributed to the
growth of road transport, but not to rail. While the truck service in the tunnel has been a very efficient link for road transport, the
rail service has been conditioned by the working of the State railways. It may be the same story with the recently opened Betuwe
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Line. Expectations will not be met, if the service on the surrounding network is not improved in order to permit the continuity of
freight trains over the rest of the continent in reliable conditions.
An example of a clear way forward is Coastlink (www.coastlink.co.uk), which seeks to ease the effects of the congestion problem
through the collaboration of leading logistics suppliers, shipping lines, and the shippers themselves. A number of successes with
short sea routes instead of road options have already been achieved. Coastlink advocates greater use of feeders taking the ship to
the cargo. The expanded use of feeders will both relieve pressure at gates of main mother ports and alleviate problems caused by a
shortage of trucking capacity. Although based in the UK, the membership of this pioneering business organisation is growing
throughout Europe.
Initiatives like Coastlink are to be commended and we would hope that similar collaborations will be established.
It is for all of these reasons: critical mass, demographics, trade imbalance, congestion and the issues in the rail sector, that we require a
comprehensive and effective intermodal terminal structure within Europe.

Supply Chain Planning
The Pendolino Working Group has consulted widely although in some cases contributors limited their input to the Euronet template
(please see section 10) which was effectively despatched as a consultative document. The consensus nonetheless is that in virtually all
cases demographics are a factor in supply chain planning.
Whilst predictable deliveries were seen as essential it was felt that such must be tempered against a reasonable cost. One FMCG
manufacturer spends 14% of the retail value of the product on transport and knows that if it can reduce this by 1.5% margins will be
significantly enhanced and as a result additional investment possibilities could occur.
Is this a question of improving the modus operandi of the supply chain with custom built solutions or
is it a question of improving established trade routes with hub and spoke terminals in key locations
which can result in consolidating critical mass of various products in order to reduce cost?
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Other products carry a transport cost of 0.5% to 2.5% and in these cases shipping solutions may differ from that of low value goods
which attract a high shipping cost in terms of retail value. This results in the following questions:
At what stage does the cost of transport outweigh the viable selling price of a product?
When does the cost of transport make it non-viable to produce?
How does this impact on terminal infrastructure?
The Pendolino Group considers that transport providers must make their own judgement on priority areas. Some transport providers
must necessarily defend some legacy structures because they have them now. They employ people locally and they will naturally feel an
obligation to maximise existing facilities. Other providers however are confident enough to actively expand their operations to meet
demand in new locations. One consultee estimated that business volume at his current base will drop 60% over the next ten years and to
survive he will have to move the major focus of his haulage business to the CEE, probably in the form of strategic alliances with local
companies. Very few companies think that far ahead.
Shippers and transport providers operate in principle in the same market. Their respective key drivers, however, are different: the
forwarding community will in some cases push volume through certain routes to increase their buying power with carriers and as a result
major volumes of freight move by road which would otherwise be delivered by other modes to regional centres resulting in reduced road
miles to final delivery. The shipper just wants or needs the lowest cost which on paper is the carrier’s job to service.
The Pendolino Group considers, however, that if all supply chain costs are analysed from raw material sourcing to end customer delivery
(including inventory costs), different solutions may emerge if the shipper took a greater interest in the detail of transport planning and
the selection of routes – in which case regional distribution solutions may emerge as a more cost effective approach.

Terminal / Hub Categorisation
In the course of the initial work on Pendolino, it became apparent that any network of terminals to serve a borderless Europe will consist
of several different types of terminals or hubs which will have quite distinct roles and features. It was also clear that ports would
essentially play a major role in intermodal terminals for 2015.
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It is for these reasons that the Pendolino Working Group proposes a dynamic Pendolino project which identifies locations for three
different categories of hub/terminal, in the following decreasing order of magnitude and scale:
Pendolino Phase 1 - the largest hubs fulfilling a core function within the network (e.g. Hamburg or Rotterdam) – those serving as a
point both of supply to a substantial hinterland and of transhipment for supply of other markets, handling significant gross volumes and
having excellent links to all modes (i.e. road, rail, sea / inland water and air).
Pendolino Phase 2 - corridor hubs with primarily a transhipment and distribution role rather than serving a regional conurbation or
hinterland (e.g. Wilhelmshaven, Gio Tauro and Hunterston) - able to accommodate large vessels of 12,000 TEU + with excellent feeder
links to required destinations so as to maximise their principal assets of deep water access and available land for container stacks.
Maritime considerations, to minimise river passages and sea time, will influence location selection. There will be a focus on CEE countries
and the Baltic States.
Pendolino Phase 3 - terminals required to meet deepsea regional demand; locations where ports are serving a hinterland (e.g.
Southampton, Le Havre and Gothenburg). These ports will have modal links by road rail and sea however, they will not enjoy the
connections that will predominate at the major hubs.
This Report sets out the Working Group’s conclusions, in the form of Euronet, of the areas in which Pendolino Phase 1 and Pendolino
Phase 2 terminals will need to be located to serve Europe’s needs in 2015.
This Report should, however, be regarded as an initial report in an ongoing project. The Working Group intends to address locations of
the next level of the matrix of terminals, namely Pendolino Phase 3 terminals, in its next report.

Future-Proofing
The Pendolino Working Group believes that the Euronet model and the Pendolino categorisation of terminals facilitate ongoing monitoring
of practical developments against projections. This project should continue to allow development of the model to the next level of detail
and to allow for further refinement of outputs to date in light of parallel initiatives such as the New Opera and other developments.
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Closing Remarks
As Chairman I would like to express my thanks to all members of the Working Group and to participants who have assisted us to
determine a clear vision for the future in what is clearly a complex subject. As the project progressed we have realised that to prepare a
one-off document would not do justice to what is one of the most critical issues in pan European transport planning today. That is why
we have determined to have Pendolino Phase 2 and 3 which will permit the Working Group to update information as changes occur due to
the dynamics of the global economy. Particular thanks go to Phil Mortimer of TruckTrain Developments, Neil Amner (Biggart Baillie
Solicitors) for his assistance in the editing of this report, Gerhard Riemann and Andreas Stolte of Imperial Logistics of Germany (CTS) for
their tremendous support in the preparation of route network maps and general input to the project, and to Audrey Macnab of Pantrak
whose calm demeanour also leant structure to Pendolino Phase 1.

Gavin W. Roser
Working Group Chairman
May 2006
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2.

SCOPE

Objective
The core objective of the Pendolino Project is to determine the optimum locations for intermodal terminals within Europe in 2015.
Rather than proposing “terminals of the future” as an insular or academic exercise, the project aimed to propose an approach which will
provide a step change in freight’s contribution to addressing Europe’s congestion problem. Pendolino seeks to maximise the potential of
multi-modality for unitised transport and so containing and reducing the overall cost and consequences of congestion in Europe.

Rationale
The location of many existing freight terminals is a result of either a need to service an industrial purpose which no longer applies or
otherwise due to national political considerations.
Congestion has been identified by the EU Commission as inter alia creating an impact on competitiveness – at all levels; from individual
businesses to international trade.
A customer’s preferred location for a terminal, to minimise the trucking leg may not be in the interest of the wider region, whereas
conversely a regionally optimum location might not be in the best interests of an integrated pan European structure. Furthermore the
“hidden” operational costs of returning an empty vehicle to its base after discharge is in most cases ignored by customers who seldom
realise that for transport providers to offer a competitive and sustainable service, utilisation of equipment must be maximised.
The above factors are but part of a matrix of possible considerations which may affect an assessment of future terminal locations which in
turn can influence the overall cost of congestion through:
x
x
x

transit times, door to door;
inventory versus distribution costs; and so
the competitive impact of congestion.
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The purpose the Pendolino Project and the approach adopted by the Working Group are to endeavour to step back from vested interests
and to produce recommendations based on objective predicted future traffic flows informed by current practical experience and expertise.
In doing so, Pendolino proceeds on the basis of a single market approach – namely, that in seeking to determine the optimum location
for terminals, the project should within the limits of the EU footprint not be constrained by national boundaries. This what the Working
Group means by a borderless Europe.

Core Parameters
The Pendolino Working Group has adopted the following core parameters for the Project:
x
x
x
x

Timeframe – to 2015;
Geographic area – EU and accession countries (Russia and Baltic States to be added at a later stage);
Traffic flows – those carried in swap bodies, containers, piggyback and unitised cargo in general; include conventional wagons
where transhipment may occur but exclude bulk cargo and commodities; and
Types of terminal – only those involved in the transfer of freight between modes of transport, or between rail and a customer, are
included – shunting terminals with purely railway operational uses such as marshalling trains awaiting utilisation are excluded.

Membership
Membership of the Pendolino Working Group is drawn from a balanced representation of:
1. Members and non-members of F&L;
2. A cross-section of European shipping and transportation sectors; and
3. Geographical profile.
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Users of the Report
The Working Group agreed that the Pendolino Project should seek to be of interest to users of intermodal transport along with bankers
and investors, politicians, the European Commission, National and Regional Governments as well as members of F & L.
It was predicted that readers from these different interest groups would have varied levels of background knowledge and would have a
variety of reasons for reading the Report. The Report has been drafted with that in mind.
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3.

KEY CONCEPTS

Core Terms
In light of the wide range of nationalities and professional backgrounds of the members of the Working Group and consultees, definitions
of common terms were agreed for the purposes of Project Pendolino as follows:
x
x

Multimodal/Intermodal
- these terms can be used interchangeably to refer to any combination of road, rail, deepsea, short
sea, inland waterway or air freight transport; and
Intermodal Terminal – refers to a place where goods transported in load units can be transshipped between two or more
transport modes.

The range of types of intermodal terminal and their respective characteristics are considered later in this chapter.
Again for the sake of clarity and to establish a common understanding of terminology, the distinction between a terminal and a hub was
agreed – as also set out later in this chapter.

Fundamental Elements
The Pendolino Project will:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Be based on a long-term strategy and not short-term factors.
Embrace all modes – road, rail, inland water, short sea, deep sea and air freight.
Assume that access rights to terminals will in fact be available to all potential users.
Otherwise assume that all the EU commission’s railway packages of directives are fully and effectively transposed into domestic law
by all member states in both the letter and spirit of the same.
Reflect the customer base for rail freight in the context of the growth and trends in the global economy.
Disregard historic passenger considerations which influenced current terminal locations.
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x
x

Disregard the potential of differences in public or private ownership and the potential of state aid to distort the market.
Be driven by objective analysis rather than political issues or influences.

Customer Focus
Project Pendolino’s focus is on where customers want to go, rather than where existing facilities are.
The project will reflect the needs of the customer base for multimodal unitised traffic in the context of the growth and trends in the global
economy.
Existing infrastructure drives customers to facilities that exist or are currently planned. Providers of existing infrastructure will inevitably
wish to drive customers to an existing facility or one that is planned within current confines rather than any new or novel solution.
Accordingly, the Working Group will stand back and review solution options objectively. In some instances solutions may well coincide
with existing infrastructure. In other cases entirely new solutions may be required.
End user perspective is accepted as essential in all the Working Group’s deliberations on determining freight terminals of the future.
Market demand will in reality be a key component in determining terminal specification and location.

Terminal Location Criteria
Terminals must satisfy intermodal demands in the context of an EU without borders. Accordingly, the Pendolino Working Group agreed
the following criteria in respect of terminal location selection:
x
x
x

Terminals need to meet identified or projected demand that cannot yet be satisfied.
Fulfilling future customer demand is a preferable test to artificially supporting current non-congested or under utilised terminals.
Cognizance must be given to land use planning restrictions, particularly for greenfield options.
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Given the scale of the project, this initial report seeks in the Euronet proposal to suggest areas within which it would be appropriate to
locate terminals – precise locations and the merits of one option over an other within each such area are outwith the current project
brief.

Terminal Design and Operation Criteria
The Working Group have identified a number of criteria for use in assessment of the design and operation of terminals which inform the
selection of optimum future terminal locations, namely the extent to which:
x
x
x
x
x

There is a capability to increase capacity to meet demand.
Seasonal trends, for example the reefer trades in context of product cycle, affect the terminal.
There is a significant empty running factor on trucks serving the terminal.
There is under utilisation of assets, whether locomotives, wagons or road vehicles.
Locomotive specifications meet interoperability requirements, as this certainly impacts on terminals in the context of volume
throughput, lifting, transshipment and pattern of servicing into and out of terminals.

It was agreed that for the purposes of this report, the Working Group would not concern itself as to whether a terminal is now or may in
the future be privately or publicly owned.

Range of Types of Intermodal Terminal
The Working Group in proposing the location of Pendolino terminals determined that in addition to an agreed definition, a clear
understanding of the different types of intermodal terminal and their respective operation requirements was required.
The slides overleaf, prepared by Cemat, address this requirement and introduce the debate on whether it is better to have fewer large
terminals or many smaller ones.
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1)Definition
1)Definition of
of an
an intermodal
intermodal terminal
terminal

Contents
Contents

In 2001 the European Conference of Ministers of Transport, the
United Nations-Economic Commission for Europe and the European
Commission have agreed the following definition for the intermodal
terminal:

1)Definition of an intermodal terminal.
2)Different types of terminal.

“An intermodal terminal is the place where the goods
transported in load units can be transhipped between two
or more transport modes”.

3)Subjects involved.
4)Operational characteristics.

Transport mode M2

Transport modeM1

5)Main types of intermodal terminal.

O

6)A critical trade-off: few large terminals vs many small
ones.

2

T

T

3

2)Different
2)Different types
types of
of terminal
terminal
PRIVATE

MEDIUM

OPERATIONAL
RULES

DIMENSION

D

O: Place where the goods are loaded in the intermodal unit.
T: Place where the modal shift is carried out.
D: Place where the intermodal unit is unloaded.

October 17, 2002

LARGE

Transport modeM3

October 17, 2002

4)Operational
4)Operational characteristics
characteristics

The main factors affecting the intermodal terminal capacity are the
following:
•Number and capacity of the gates;

PUBLIC
SMALL

•Working hours (hrs/day days/yr);
•Number of employees;

TERMINAL

•Type of UTI handled;
•Type of traffic handled (maritime, ferroutage, gateway, ecc);

TYPE OF SERVICE OFFERED

•Type of handling equipment (reach-stakers, portal cranes,..);
•Avg. loading/unloading process time;

MIXED
CONTAINER

•Number and length of the tracks;

FERROUTAGE

•Distribution of train arrival/departure times.
MIXED
NON-ACCOMP.

RO.LA

•Shunting process time;
•Storage areas available;

GATEWAY
4

•Avg storage time of the UTI.

O/D
October 17, 2002

6

October 17, 2002
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5)Main
5)Main types
types of
of intermodal
intermodal terminal
terminal

Three main types of intermodal terminal can be identified:
•Small terminal
•Capacity: 70/80 UTI/day.
•Handling equipment: reach steaker (with spreader).
•Tracks: 3 x 250 m (min).
•Area: 10.000-15.000 m2.
•Medium terminal
•Capacity: 140/150 UTI/day.
•Handling equipment: 2 reach steakers (with spreader).
•Tracks: 2 x 500 m (min).
•Area: 40.000-50.000 m2.
•Large terminal
•Capacity: >250 UTI/day.
•Handling equipment: portal crane (with spreader).
•Tracks: 3 x 500 m (min).
•Area: >70.000 m2.

6)A
6)A critical
critical trade-off:
trade-off: few
few large
large terminals
terminals vs
vs many
many small
small ones?
ones?

ORIGIN

TERMINAL

RAIL TRANSPORT

TERMINAL ACTIVITIES

October 17, 2002

Pagina 8

TERMINAL

Distance
DESTINATION
TERMINAL

8

6)A
6)A critical
critical trade-off:
trade-off: few
few large
large terminals
terminals vs
vs many
many small
small ones?
ones?

• Example:
Example: origin of transport in a freight village.
village.

Costs

DESTINATION

ROAD TRACTIONS

ORIGIN
7

TERMINAL

Costs

October 17, 2002

6)A
6)A critical
critical trade-off:
trade-off: few
few large
large terminals
terminals vs
vs many
many small
small ones?
ones?

• Considering the same level of service offered to the final customer,
customer, the
the
higher the number of terminals the higher the the railway and terminal
costs but the lower the initial/final traction costs.
Total
costs

Combined
Road

COST
DIFFERENCE

Costs

D1

Railway and terminal
costs

D2

Initial/final
traction costs

Initial/final traction
costs

Handling cost
reduction

ORIGIN
=
TERMINAL

TERMINAL

10

DESTIN.
N. of Terminals

October 17, 2002

11

October 17, 2002
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The next phase of the project will consider and report upon the issue of balancing the number and scale of terminals at various parts of
the Euronet matrix.

Hub / Terminal Distinction
A terminal is a place of consolidation and loading for an A to B relation. A hub, however, is a place of consolidation and transhipment in a
greater network (i.e. a hub is a networking node or centre). Therefore, a hub can also be a terminal but a terminal will never be a hub.
First use of the appellation “hub” was in air-transport. Airlines use hubs to increase the efficiency of their aircraft on major routes. For
example, passengers or cargo travel on regional airlines/aircraft from smaller airports to a hub – to use bigger aeroplanes for the
connection between hub to hub – with regional airlines/aircraft undertaking the distribution from the second hub to the end-airport as the
final leg of the journey.
The same general meaning applies to a hub today in a wider cargo transport context. Big hubs are designed to concentrate as much
volume as possible on main routes using the same mode or changing to a better one.
Ideally hubs connect road/rail and inland waterways or feeder-services (multi-modal transport hub). In contrast to a terminal, hubs are
not used mainly as a loading or storing area but as a transhipment point between the same mode of transport for consolidation, or
between different modes to connect the best possible mode of transport to an optimal transportation chain.
Hubs of the future will be high-tech consolidation/transhipment points supported by best practice in technology and processes
(robots/cranes/etc).
The following link is to a report from Y.M. Bontekoning from the Delft University of Technology regarding the new generation of
intermodal hub-terminals (http://www.vtt.fi/rte/projects/nectar/bontekoningnectarpaper2001.doc), to which readers may wish to refer.
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4.

METHODOLOGY

Meetings for the purpose of discussion within the Pendolino group were held in various locations throughout Europe and on each occasion
the host organisation presented a profile of their business undertaking and the reach of their logistics network. In addition Pendolino
interviewed a selection of shippers and transport providers.
All participants of the project are detailed at the beginning of this Report.

Web Site Review
The Working Group was concerned that Pendolino may duplicate the work of other bodies. Therefore, a review of other activities was
undertaken. Findings are detailed below.
EIM
European infrastructure managers body: terminals are not a primary issue for them.
UNIFE
Little overlap with the Pendolino.
UIC
A technical standards body.
UITP
More focused on public transport.
AEIF
The focus appeared to be peripheral to the Pendolino Group’s interest. AEIF is the joint representative body mandated by the EU
Commission to lay down the TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS for INTEROPERABILITY (TSI). During the last 4 years, AEIF was engaged in
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the development of the TSI’s required by the Directive 96/48 (Interoperability of the Trans-European high speed railway system). The
main publications available on the AEIF website (apart from the brochure) are:
1) Interoperability for tomorrow's European Railway Network.
2) European rules of conformity. Guidelines for the acceptance of Railway
product Certification”
ERRAC
A very useful discussion with this important body. ERRAC have a broad research agenda and terminals are not a main priority however in
order to demonstrate the role of different organisations in Pendolino thinking, their research agenda for 2020 is attached for information
(see overleaf).
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5.

CONTEXT

It is important to provide a context within which Pendolino sits. The opportunity is taken to provide an overview of the current freight
networks and structures serving Europe today:

Intermodal Short Sea Network
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Intermodal Rail Network
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Extract of Presentation
by Jan Scherp, DG
Tren, at F&L Budapest
Conference 19 May
2006
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Various Passes Through the Alps

Europe’s River Structure
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Inland waterways are critical to European distribution structures. This map reminds us of the key rivers engaged with barge traffic.

x
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Intermodal Barge
In a further revision, the map will be
extended to cover Hamburg to Prague,
Wilhelmshaven, Marseilles, and the
Rhone river.
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Trimodal Barge hubs in the Rhine/Rhur

Cologne is a key location for intermodal traffic although Euronet refers to Duisburg and Mannheim. The area embracing Dusseldorf are
all at the centre of intermodal activity with the combined assets of the Rhine/Ruhr coming into play. Motorway connections particularly in
Cologne are excellent and the majority if not all terminals on the Rhine/Ruhr are rail connected. The Mosel connects with the French
inland waterway system with the Rhone fulfilling a major role in inland water transport. Barge sizes are typically 208 TEU up to 534 TEU,
water levels continue to be a problem on the Rhine however, currently up to 6.5 metres in contrast to the previous norm of 3.5, although
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low water surcharges apply there is no provision for a high water surcharge which does have a serious impact on cargo movements,
bridge restrictions etc. The Rhine has effectively three distinct regions.
x Upper Rhine: Basel to an area just short of Gernsheim, Imperial Logistics have terminals in Weil, Ottnarsheim, Strasbourg, Kehl,
x Middle Rhine: Mannheim, Bonn, Koblenz, Mainz, Gernsheim, Wisbaden and Frankfurt, Wincanton Rhenania have terminals in the
majority of these locations
x Lower Rhine Cologne: Dormagen, Dusseldorf and Duisburg, both Imperial and Rhenania have terminals in these locations.

Major Existing North-South Route of European Transportation

(Please see overleaf for pictorial map)
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Major Existing East-West Route of European Transportation

(Please see overleaf for pictorial map)
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Cushman & Wakefield Report and Findings
The Working Group endorses the information below to be relevant in determining terminal locations.
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The information below is also from the Cushman Wakefield report and shows Principal Distribution Locations.
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A Sample of Current Intermodal Terminal Locations in Europe
Hungary2
Combiterminal
(container, swap bodies,
semi trailers)
Sopron
Pecs
Budapest-Jozsefvaros

Container terminal

Container terminal only for
inland traffic

Gyor
Szombathely
Nagykanizsa

Zalaegerszeg
Tapolca
Veszprem

Szeged
Miskolc-Gomori
Szolnok
Debrecen
Zahony

Szekesfehervar
Budapest-Csepel Freeport
Budapest-Dunapart
Nyiregyhaza
Bekescsaba

Siofok
Kaposvar
Barcs
Szekszard
Kalocsa
Tata
Vac
Salgotarjan-kulso
Eger
Hatvan
Cegled
Kecskemet-also
Karcag
Satoraljaujhely
Mateszalka

2

This information is from the NAS STATUS ON TERMINAL TECHNOLOGIES AND CHALLENGES The evaluation and development of the intermodal transport in Hungary, by
Dr. Janos BERENYI.
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Benelux
x Rotterdam
x Antwerp
x Zeebrugge
x Bettembourg (Luxemburg)
x Venlo
Italy
x Milan
x Verona - thought to be well positioned to serve German, Austrian and East European market.
x Novarra - well positioned to handle UK/France and Benelux flows.
x Turin
Busto Arsizio, Milan (Melzo/Segrate), Padova, Pomezia and Bologne were considered important
France
x Paris
x Vaires (E. Paris)
x Dourges (Nr. Lille) – considered very important
x Marseilles
x Lyon
x Le Harvre
Iberia
x Madrid
x Barcelona
x Santander
x Algeciras
x Lisbon
x Leixous
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Germany
x Hamburg
x Rhine-Rhur area
x Cologne
x Mannheim
x Leipzig
x Nuremberg
x Munich
x Berlin area
x Cologne (Eifeltor) - would serve the Rhine/Rhur area.
x Munchen (Reim) - likely to be important for Transalpine flows.
x Duisburg area - consisting of the existing facilities at Ruhrort and Duwi - remain important as will the closely linked
Ludwigshaven/Mannheim terminals.
Most activity in Germany is along the so called “blue banana area” - from the Low Countries along the Rhine and main valleys into South
West Germany and Bavaria.
UK
x Glasgow
x Manchester - currently Trafford Park is important
x Birmingham - currently Hams Hall and Daventry
x M25, London periphery - currently very limited facilities
Switzerland
x Basel
x Zurich
x Chavornay
x Chiasso
x Abbou
Austria
x Vienna
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x Salzburg
x Lintz/Wels - to cater for Danube traffic
x Graz
Balkans/Ukraine
x Belgrade
x Skopie
x Thessaloniki
x Ljubljana
x Zagreb
x Odessa
E.
x
x
x
x

Europe
Budapest
Prague
Brest
Litowsk
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The TEN-T Network and New Opera Project
The Working Group recognises the importance of the Trans-European Transport Network and TEN-T priority projects set out in the EU
Commission’s White Paper, as illustrated below.
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The New Opera project is being developed by a consortium of 25 European companies representing all sectors involved or interested in
rail freight.
The aim of New Opera is to justify the implementation of a rail network in Europe of at least 15,000 km. dedicated to freight. The
Pendolino Working Group recognises the importance of the New Opera project.
In Pendolino Phase 2 more detailed analysis of primary and secondary terminals will be undertaken to determine whether the Pendolino
network and the corridors then proposed by New Opera are compatible. Whilst it is important that New Opera and Pendolino retain their
objectivity both should assimilate the information disseminated by and current position reached by the other. Co-operation and coordination, in so far as core objectives are not compromised, would appear to be called for.
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6.

HURDLES TO BE OVERCOME AND DRIVERS FOR CHANGE

The Working Group identified the following factors which will present challenges to the provision of an effective freight system for Europe
in 2015. In many instances however the increasing pressures on existing transport solutions create a strong case for innovative multimodal solutions.

Globalisation
In the context of freight flow demands on terminal structures within the EU that service international trade, i.e. traffic originating in or
destined to locations out-with EU borders, the impact of globalisation within the EU should not be ignored. The Working Group is aware
of this.

EU Expansion
On a pan European basis, terminal requirements may change. Pendolino is designed as dynamic concept.

Environmental Factors including Emissions
x
x

x

Growing impact of increasingly tight European emissions levels for HGVs relating to particulates and exhaust gas contents. Implies
compliance by all operators is required. This low cost haulage options will not be tenable in the long term.
Noise limits for terminal operation possibly precluding 24/7 operation. Overnight operations may be an issue unless compliant with
European, national, regional and any local ordinances. Road and rail are equally vulnerable to noise related constraints. Physical
measures for noise attenuation and abatement should be seen as an essential prerequisite in terminal design.
Access limits on cities and commercial zones will restrict operations. This will include time, weight and noise limitations as well as
safety issues including vehicle transits of residential areas. City zoning issues could be a very real limitation on greenfield site options
and any ‘brownfield’ site proposals. Unconstrained access not likely to be as free an option as at present.
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x
x

Final mile city access for collection and delivery may be performed by smaller vehicles (municipal/collective type arrangement or
commercial model).
EIA will impact of new terminal sites (loss of habitat/surface run off and subsurface water contamination, contamination and oil, light
‘pollution’, noise, fumes and airborne particulates).

Congestion
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Congestion charges where introduced will act as a further restraint on road access to cities and to designated congestion zones with
access dependent upon toll (maut) type levies.
Conflict with pax vehicles (cars & buses) may limit access time or bring about a change in operating times e.g. factory and warehouse
access times may be changed to minimise conflict. This could be an area for incentives such as tax breaks.
Full external cost of congestion will be forced upon transport sectors (eg road) that have effectively flourished without recognition of
the full costs of their activities (e.g. health impact/policing/accident costs etc).
Congestion costs in terms of delays, loss of production, poor productivity of trucks and commercial vehicles needs to be recognised.
Impact on the competitiveness of the EU at a global level needs to be recognised.
Declining transit speed of HGV’s on inter-urban roads in Europe (UK level is 33mph) suggesting logistics networks that were
previously feasible may cease to be tenable.
Increasing congestion at some key inter-modal terminals and port areas with particular issues around the 4th quarter/pre-Christmas.

Fuel Availability and Pricing; Alternative Energy Options
x
x
x
x

Rising input cost of diesel fuel places road transport at an increasing disadvantage (>30% of total vehicle operating costs attributable
to fuel and lubrication).
Concerns over political and security of oil and gas sources in Middle East and transport links to Western Europe plus increasing impact
of rising oil demand from China and India.
Short term non-availability of credible alternative transport traction and propulsion technologies for autonomous operation (e.g.
trucks, barges and ships) on an economic cost base to that which has become widely accepted? Is this true?
Gas options for trucks (LNG/PNG/LPG) not yet widely accepted and limited infrastructure for distribution. Reduced emissions benefits
and pricing incentives could realise a significant change in this.
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x
x
x
x

Electrically powered vehicles for collection and delivery purposes not used on any significant scale. New vehicle technology still in
development and has had limited application to date.
Electrically powered transfer equipment (cranes/gantries etc) offer the prospect of emissions free transfer at the point of use and also
the ability to take power generated from a range of thermal (gas/oil/coal/nuclear) inputs and other sources (hydro/wind/tidal).
Rail as the only mode not directly connected to oil as the primary fuel/energy source. Electrification could be a key consideration for
terminal location criteria.
Above needs to tempered by concerns with future electricity generation capacity.

Migration of Traffic from Road to Other Modes
x
x
x
x
x
x

Congestion seen as a consequence of modal bias towards road and skewed energy pricing with full external costs (eg road
infrastructure) not recognised until recently.
Road transport costs historically have fallen due to low oil prices, larger vehicles and non-payment of externalities – now set to
change.
Various EU governments limiting further capacity expansion of the road network and imposing limits on transit movements (e.g.
trans-Alpine).
Re-balancing by national and EU initiatives (Marco Polo 1 & 2) relating to technologies, pricing, organization etc have had limited real
impact to date.
Rail reforms required to be in place by EU not applied with equal rigour across Europe. DB & SNCF largely unreformed.
Need for alternative modes to offer the same or better levels of service at comparable costs as road transport – and convince
customers of such.

Road Pricing
x
x
x

Inter-urban road pricing reflecting time and activity levels in prospect on a wide scale in Europe (when & not if).
Movement of delivery & collection times away from traditional peak times with more ‘shoulder’ type operations, night working and
weekend working to follow the 24/7 pattern.
Tolls used as a device to constrain demand and press forward the need to recognise the full cost of transport operations including
externalities.
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x
x

Private toll roads not seen as a viable option for a pan-European application but may be for specific pinch points on the road
infrastructure network. Could be an influence on location criteria to capitalise on or avoid!
Key issue for terminal location is the recognition that this type of policy agenda has not yet stabilised and is still in its infancy.

Working Time Directive (WTD)
x
x
x
x
x

WTD now imposes real operational constraints on truck operators and their relative freedoms in terms of operating patterns, methods
and capabilities.
Logistics networks and supply patterns previously possible now no longer be possible in relation to drivers hours/rest periods etc.
Impact directly related to levels of enforcement which may not be consistent but any identified variations should not be built on as a
firm foundation for sustained operational purposes or terminal location criteria.
Shorter or more efficient supply links may need to develop to accommodate the WTD impact.
Could reinforce changes in relation to ‘normal’ working times for collections and deliveries with greater flexibility on offer as a means
of minimising impact with passenger peaks in cities (road & rail).

Natural Defensive Postures
Natural defensive postures that support heritage locations and national interests at the expense of Pan European solutions to terminal
planning and their location.
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Current Issues
A selection of documents outline some up-to-date concerns. The view of the UK Rail Freight Group is that the situation has not improved
as expected – in some instances it has got worse, particularly if the German Government goes for a vertically integrated model, which is
very bad for competition. Worse still, much of central and Eastern Europe may well follow the German lead.
1.

Complaint by the German association of private railways operators about the alleged illegality of the current structure
of German Railways.

Press Release March 2006
30 March 2006

Germany's new Railway Act (AEG) violates EU law
Network Private Railways has commissioned international lawyers Hogan & Hartson Raue (represented by Dr Eckhard Bremer, Berlin), to
lodge a complaint with the European Commission and urge the Commission to initiate legal proceedings against the Federal Republic of
Germany for a so-called transposition infringement. The main basis for the complaint is the claim that since its transposition of the socalled First Railway Package, which has been overdue since 2003, the Federal Republic of Germany has adopted a legislative approach
that falls outside the scope of EU directives. Under the AEG, the particular approach taken by Germany leaves two functions of critical
importance in the context of competition, namely train path allocation and charging, under the control of Deutsche Bahn (DB). However,
EU directives 2001/12 and 2001/14 either provide for fully separate legal ownership of infrastructure companies and rail operators or – if
the national legislator should decide against such institutional separation - stipulate that train path allocation and charging should be the
responsibility of a neutral body separate from the rail operator. When the AEG was reviewed, the German legislator decided against any
institutional separation of the national rail network and its operation, opting instead to perpetuate the system dominated by the
integrated group. To comply with the regulations, a neutral body should have been set up to independently monitor the aforementioned
functions, which are prone to discrimination.
Network Private Railways is having the arguments drawn up for the European Commission with a view to ensuring that (totally
uncharacteristic) clarity is established in Germany. This cannot be achieved without imposing pressure from Brussels.
The Network Private Railways is an association of rail freight companies from several European countries. Its aim is to represent the interests of its members vis-à-vis politicians, administrations and
the European Commission in a bid to guarantee fair competition on the railways. Network Private Railways' members provide some 70% of rail-related transport services in Germany that are not
delivered by DB.
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2.

The Opinion of the European Energy and Transport Forum on the mid term Review of the 2001 EU Transport White
Paper. There is a good long section on the problems of the railways. Note that the Commission’s own Review is due
to be published in May 2006.

This is a worthy document and should be studied. The paper was published in January 2006 and is available, in the first instance, from
Gavin Roser’s Pantrak website. Please see www.pantrak.com, and look at the downlods page.

3.

EIM, ERFCP, ERFA letter to Transport Commissioner Barrot on regulatory issues
Brussels, 13th February 2006

Re: Regulatory Bodies
Dear Sir,
The European Commission is currently undertaking its mid-term review of the White Paper and its report on the implementation of the
First Railway Package.
The common objective, i.e. to open up the market, requires strong and competent Regulatory Bodies. Their role is vital if fair and nondiscriminatory access to the rail network is to be guaranteed; an approach that will give everyone involved confidence in the market, both
established and new actors. Only such a context would make it possible to undertake the urgently required revitalisation of the European
railway system which would in turn contribute to the development of a more sustainable European transport system.
It is for this very reason that ERFA has joined forces with other stakeholders, i.e. CLECAT, EIM and ERFCP. These organisations want to
draw the Commission’s attention to the situation at the end of 2005 and follow-up on evidence and feedback received from their
members.
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Regulatory Bodies in fact reflect Member States' policies as regards the process of opening up the market. Unfortunately, only a few
Member States have actually implemented the EU laws in question as legislation, i.e. they have taken not only legal measures, but also
practical measures.
However, in most Member States, the common situation is one where either a Regulatory Body does not exist or where it does not have
any real working procedures, its competencies are unclear or it does not have sufficient human and financial resources. Moreover, the
Regulatory Bodies are not usually wholly impartial, despite the fact that, in order to avoid any conflict of interest, they should be fully
independent of any public authority that owns or manages any railway undertaking. Consequently, in Member States where such
Regulatory Bodies exist, the potential for competition is jeopardized.
Worse still, these kinds of Regulatory Body are an economic threat to all open access operators (public and private) as they either
obstruct access to markets or services and/or generate excessive financial costs. This then has a considerable impact on the entire
logistics chain, including shippers, freight forwarders, logistic providers and, last but not least, the industries that they are supposed to
serve, who are unable to tap into a competitive alternative offer as is the case in other transport sectors (air, road, sea, etc.).
The undersigned believe that the European Commission has completed a tremendous task, which should not be jeopardized by failure or
inability by the Member States to correctly implement and interpret EU law. It is for this reason that we urge the European Commission
to develop and deploy all its political and legislative powers in a much more proactive way to ensure the harmonised implementation of
the relevant EU law. Five years after the publication of the White Paper and two years after the three directives contained in the First
Railway Package entered into force, there is still no real competition in most EU countries. Moreover, the European Commission has yet
to set a clear deadline, issue any particular measures explaining what is meant by full implementation or outline action that will be taken
against Member States who fail to comply with EU laws.
Best practices developed in certain Member States can serve as guidelines for both the European Commission and other Member States.
We have taken the effort to compile a short overview of what an effective Regulatory Body would look like, what it would be able to
support and how it could foster EU objectives in terms of opening up the market and ensuring that conditions are fair for all actors
involved (see annex).
We also consider it essential that the European Commission urgently launches a critical review of the current functioning and
effectiveness of all Regulatory Bodies with a view to evaluating their work. The signatory parties are ready to support the European
Commission in this task and provide the necessary feedback in terms of best and worst practices experienced by their members.
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Yours faithfully,

Mr Klaus-J. Meyer
Secretary General
ERFCP-European Rail Freight Customers Platform
Rue du Commerce, 77
B-1040 Brussels
T.: 0032.2.51.39.245
F.: 0032.2.503.47.52
M.: 0032.477.27.67.07
E: Klaus-J.Meyer@gmx.de
W.: http://www.erfcp.org
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Current Short Term Inclination of the Rail Sector
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Current short term inclination of the rail sector (there are exceptions) to focus on existing short term demands for intra European
traffic flows as against a prerogative to provide capacity and systems that meet future traffic demands in the medium term by 2020.
Rail still largely focused on national traffic patterns and operations reflecting previous ownership and operational regimes
Intra-European traffic not large component of some individual railways total activities and not seen as a priority no pan-European
control system for planning and trading slots/paths & capacity on a commodity basis
Rail need to be more innovating in terms of fundamentally addressing the reasons why it is not competitive in terms of
products/services/technology.
Capacity management/slot allocation/schedule and routing planning need an urgent review at a pan-European level to open up
capacity ahead of any infrastructure enhancements.
Rail is not market led and still focuses on technologies to the exclusion of commercial returns.
Rail is deleting capacity and connections on short term financial basis may compromise terminal location options with a panEuropean perspective.

Marco Polo 2 and EU Transport Policy 2020
x
x

MP2 as a follow up to MP1 with some modification in scope and application. Still focused on small to medium scale operational
national or bi-lateral projects and not addressing strategic issues
EU2020 is a strategic document setting out the case for re-balancing modal share but pulls its punches by not going after the real
problems associated with the nationalistic identity and failure to align with agreed policy on rail reform

Current Ownership and Funding
For example German Federal funding of existing terminals in cities and any other known cases within the EU - impedes a level playing
field even when within current state aid rules.
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Terminal Planning in Peripheral Regions
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Role of terminals in these areas will be more focused on originating and terminating traffic. Transfer traffic likely to be a minimal
component except for local collection and delivery
Domestic traffic likely to be a higher component of traffic compared to more centrally placed locations unless there is a specialist
traffic/commodity (timber/paper/chemicals etc)
Issues of service frequency and accessibility compared to central terminals
Possible hostility to new terminals serving countries/nations without territorial presence (loss of job creation and value added to
local economies. This may be at odds with the EU social policy dimensions.
Issues of change of railway gauge in Iberia, Ireland (N&S) and Eastern Europe is a problem compared to road.
Issues of inter-operability on a technical level taking too long to resolve and reflect the railways focus on the technical and not the
commercial
Waterside terminals may be a preferable option in peripheral zones with enhanced transfer capability (new investment in existing
sites rather than new capacity).

Centripetal Tendencies and Economies of Scale
x
x
x
x

Excessive dependence on ‘optimal’ terminal locations may induce problems of concentration and congestion leading to traffic
inefficiencies and the move away to more responsive locations serving niche or overload flows.
Economies of scale may mask opportunities to take out congestion and bottle necks if funding reinforces capacity at existing
locations without raising the wider EU expansion and development process
Concern over the re-emergence of a Rhine/Danube axis compared to other alternatives particularly those with links to Russia/China
and South Asia.
Terminals at gauge change points or ports on Black Sea may be more productive in terms of servicing a wider European dimension
rather than over reinforcing existing corridors and trading patterns
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7.

DISCUSSION POINTS – SECTOR VIEWS

The Retail Sector
A number of issues that the retail sector would require to see addressed before they transfer a percentage of freight volume to
intermodal solutions were highlighted as follows:
x

x
x

x
x
x

The retail sector needs suitable locations for distribution and functionality. They need interchange platforms for these reasons:
(a) forced through externalised costs to use railfreight in distribution operation.
(b) innovative urban distribution modes must be designed to alleviate congestion and reduce environmental impact of transport.
Therefore with suitable interchange platforms the retail sector will make changes to their logistics network. Retail may even pay
more provided service levels are maintained.
Retailers will continue to predominantly use road transport in the final links of their supply chains for the foreseeable future. In most
locations there are no realistic alternatives to road.
If however the externalisation of modal costs, or the emergence of new services, encourages them to make greater use of alternative
transport modes, then they will - of necessity - have to use modal interchange points. In this case they will be looking for a service
which is fast, efficient, flexible, cost effective, secure, and across a range of temperature regimes.
A failure to meet the required standards in any of these fields will reduce the willingness of retailers to use the facilities.
The interchange points may be at any point in the supply chain and should include urban locations designed to minimise congestion
and the environmental impact of distribution.
Good background material is available from the Bestufs (Best Urban Freight Solutions) website on www.bestufs.net

FMCG Manufacturers
x

Overview - global FMCG companies regularly evaluate sourcing and distribution alternatives, although the enlargement of the EU
may not change dramatically their current sourcing strategy if they have already been present in the accession countries.
There may be a shift by some companies to the east of an enlarged Europe; although the impact might not be that dramatic as large
companies have an existing presence there anyway. The advantage of low labour rates in the East European States however will
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probably be short term and last no longer than 5-6 years. China/Asia are the long-term location for production/manufacturing based
on low labour costs.
EU companies’ increased dependence on sub components and assemblies supplied from Asia for finishing in Europe means that global
sourcing and sub assembly will drive demand for global movement beyond that previously anticipated.
x

Terminal locations - will depend very much on where the consumption centers are or will be in the future but terminals need a
larger geographical dispersion than today if Intermodality wants to become a valid alternative everywhere in Europe.
Larger FMCG manufacturers typically have a number of production facilities in Europe, each supplying a particular product or group of
products and supplying the global market, therefore it would not be possible to map out specific core trunk routes based on a single
manufacturer. Information from as wide a range of shippers as practicable is required to get this overall picture of flows.
Although all the major shippers will differ according to their business structure, customer base and strategies, the general trends in
supply chains will be similar.

x

Political engagement – one significant FMCG source was of the view that whilst the EU was very dynamic in economic performance,
it is its slow response to resolving the transportation issues that could jeopardize its global competitive position in the years to come.
In his view, politicians are not sufficiently aware of the potential impact from global competition on the EU economy and there is a
need for more vision and practical sense. A need to ‘walk the talk’, not just ‘talk the talk’.
Infrastructure issues are of primary importance on all levels, region to region, country to country and on an EU wide basis.

x

Retail driven - retailers are the biggest force for change. Geographical barriers and distances are not an issue anymore – rather it is
now meeting retailers requirements for more and more fully reliable and responsive logistic supply chains.
Achieving this requires a very high level of transport responsiveness. Retailers demand this of manufacturers and ask their suppliers
to fulfill their needs in a timely and responsive manner, leaving to them the choice of execution in accordance with existing legislation
and regulations and their own service requirements. The ultimate responsibility of the production location and transport selection,
however, is with the manufacturers.
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x

EU shortcomings - EU borders were opened up in 1992 to enable economic growth, but plans made to accommodate the increasing
traffic as a consequence of it have proven to be insufficient and slow to realize, furthermore they have stopped short of meeting the
increasing demand on transport infrastructure.
The issues that need addressing are;
x
x
x
x

Too many regulations.
Congestion.
Poor infrastructure.
In rail, too much differentiation of standards and lack of dynamic approach by operators.

EU member states were not working together this is also a barrier to progress; this was not a critical view for its own sake, but a
realistic one.
x

Rail? - one of the big opportunities in supply chain development.
In identifying opportunity it should be recognised that retailers source and consolidate materials on a global basis for example
Carrefour and Wal-Mart whereas manufacturers tend to source more locally.
Both retailer and manufacturer are looking to minimise inventory.
x
x

Retailers are focused on reducing the cost of capital in logistics having optimised stores and point of sales opportunities.
Manufacturers want to maximise investment in product research and development, not holding stock.

For this reason, rail compensation is of no interest to a retailer as they would simply source product elsewhere if delivery performance
could not be achieved. Full service or no service is the attitude. This in turn informs the manufacturer’s view.
Other developments in the supply chain, for example retailers demands for real time track and trace and the advancement of
technology such as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tags show that the customer expectation is that transport modes will have
to be compliant with new technologies as they come. If railfreight can’t, road / other modes will provide the answer.
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The FMCG sector have no preferred method of moving freight. In choosing transportation modes they look at best value. That
includes: reliability, service, capacity, flexibility, cost, response, communication and technological and socially responsible capabilities.
The constraints rail had in delivering a suitable service such as the need for locomotive staff and paperwork changes at border
crossings and that in contract negotiations the infrastructure owners are not involved so a single journey can be made up from
several separate journeys. These create significant barriers to customer interest in rail.
x

Summary - the EU needs to stop pointing out all the difficulties in road and rail and needs to focus on finding a solution.
Retailer demand is relatively simple – 100% stock availability = happy customers = shareholder satisfaction.
FMCG requirements include:
A

3 strong north / south axis from:
x
x
x

B

Milano to the Ruhr and via Hamburg to Scandinavia
Northern Italy to Munich and further to Berlin and eventually further north
Rotterdam via Lille to Barcelona and Milano

east / west axis from UK via Zeebrugge through the Ruhr, Berlin further east. It would be advisable to have Antwerp and
Rotterdam connected as well. A southern east-west connection from Iberian peninsula is also required.

Industrial Sector
Alcoa is not a regular user of intermodal terminals except ports for ocean freight. The characteristics of the output of most of their
facilities are quite comparable: high percentage of partial shipments, not very long distances and mostly no regular flow on specific lanes.
Borealis agreed with the Euronet solution proposed by the Pendolino Project and would wish no amendments. Regarding the specialist
input on specific terminals, Borealis is using the well known locations like Antwerp and Rotterdam. Thessaloniki is of interest but most of
the time they serve the targeted markets out of there directly from their production facilities.
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Military Logistics
The UK MOD has around 50 locomotives, 1000 pieces of rolling stock, and controls up to 25,000 intermodal units (mostly 20’ containers)
and operates 250 miles of standard UK gauge track. The UK MOD is likely to move about 120 million GTKM of freight this year.
In the post Cold War era, the UK MOD operating environment is much more complex than in the past. Where there was once a single
military focus, today terrorism and peacekeeping activities dominate operations and the strategy covers many areas of activity.
The UK MOD is required to comply with new EU regulations, particularly with regard to drivers’ hours. This has had an impact on the
planning of materials and personnel movements, with having the ability to play a much more strategic role than before.
The profile of movements tends to be large volumes over short periods and MOD preference for security reasons is to mix the movement
of materials and people where possible. Military training is an ongoing activity with regular volume movements from the UK to Southern
Germany, Central France, Eastern Europe principally Poland and Hungary. These areas are typically used by other EU military forces for
training purposes.
The use of rail does provide the MOD with the capability to respond quickly and economically – an increasingly important factor – by
using ports on the Southern European coast rather than UK ports. Planning movements includes quantifying risk, having understanding of
sensitivities in port security, local political influences and having confidence and certainty in service standards.
The use of commercial parties in the military logistics supply chain is increasingly important with the requirement to deliver value for
money. The role of intermodal terminals and agreements with terminal and infrastructure operators across Europe will be important in
the future.
The UK MOD had recently undertaken an end to end review of its logistics operation and had taken a similar approach to that proposed
for “Pendolino”. Taking a green field view of origins and destinations of freight movements they ignored current intermediary or
administrative led links in the supply chain.
From this ideal picture they put back in factors that were necessary such as intermediary physical processing activities, arriving at a
system where movements were made to locations where necessary. This approach identified large efficiency savings by removing
additional and unnecessary movements that had been introduced historically but remained unseen in the previous model of operation.
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8.

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING TERMINALS

The Working Group reviewed the extent and causes of congestion, demographic issues, samples of existing flows and suggested current
best practise in terminal operations in an analysis of existing terminals that informed the determination of the optimum locations for
future terminals.

Congestion
The Working Party is of the view that the extent and causes of congestion are widely appreciated. The position is clearly set out in the
EU Commission White Paper as updated by the interim review.

Demographics
Due to the dynamics of the global economy, supply chain changes are occurring and will continue to occur very rapidly. In the FMCG
sector for example long-term projections of freight flows are virtually impossible: to predict where terminals to facilitate transhipment will
be in 10 years time would mean second guessing consumption versus production trends over the same time period and hoping that it
was right so a relatively stable factor upon which to base Pendolino analysis was required.
The factor chosen was consumption – people generally will wish to live in the areas in which they are already settled. FMCG
manufacturers must take this into account. For this reason Pendolino has focused on demographics. An EU25 population rise is expected
until 2025 after which it will decline. The rise will be primarily due to migration. Eurostat further expects the working age population to
decrease by an alarming 52 million people by 2050.
The full Eurostat Press Release is reproduced in Appendix 1 of this Report.
The Working Group used the Eurostat information and other information to form a view of the future principle areas of industrial
economic activity, so as to inform an assessment of existing terminals and separately the demand side of the Pendolino determination.
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The Working Group identified the following areas:
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

Greater London and the Midlands: population circa 28 million plus.
Stockholm/Copenhagen banana 12 million
Gulf of Finland St Petersburg, Helsinki and Tallinn 12 million.
Hamburg/Lubeck/Bremen: 9.4 million. Comprising the states Hamburg, Bremen, Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony (without
Brunswik and Hanover); fringe of Mecklemburg-Vorpommern in the East is excluded but is balanced by taking in all of SchleswigHolstein up to the Danish border.
Rhine Rhuhr/Benelux: 17 million, German side. Comprising the state of Northrhine-Westfalia except the easternmost of its five
districts (Detmold at some 2 million inhabitants). Benelux population circa 30 million. South-Western part of blue banana in Germany:
Strictly speaking, also Rhine-Ruhr is part of the blue banana. Includes the population centers Rhine-Main (Frankfurt), Rhine-Neckar
(Ludwigshafen-Mannheim down to Stuttgart) and Bavaria in the four states of Hessia, Rhineland-Pfalz, Baden-Württemberg and
Bavaria. Excludes the Saarland, which if grouped should be with the industrial centers in North East France (Metz etc. Population 33
million.)
Florence, Bologna to Verona 40 million.
Greater Paris 15 million.
Madrid Barcelona Saragossa 15 million
Bratislava Vienna Prague 10million.

EU 15 now comprises 380 million. The above exercise has identified 250 million which represents 65% of EU 15 and 55% of EU 25 (456)
which leaves 206 million theoretically in areas where no concentration will prevail. It should then follow that “Pendolino” terminals must
locate in key areas of population density if the premise is correct that people will migrate to areas of high density.
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Examples of Existing Flows
x

Hungary:
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x Italy:
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Examples of Current Best Practice
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Rhenania Wincanton Terminal at Mannheim
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Rhenania Wincanton Terminal at Karlsruhe
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9.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF NEW APPROACHES TO PENDOLINO

In the course of its consideration of the challenges to be faced by Pendolino, the Working Group identified the new approaches described
below as concepts which could assist in delivering a meaningful freight contribution to the control and reduction of congestion in Europe.
Pendolino terminals on their own are only part of a broader intermodal strategy: it is important that other initiatives are developed in
parallel with a terminal strategy. Two initiatives are illustrated within this section which contribute to the larger picture of containing – or
at best, reducing – congestion in the Europe of 2015.
1.

TruckTrain is an exciting new project which is being developed in the UK however it has equal application to Continental Europe. A
draft brochure for TruckTrain is available on www.pantrak.com (see downloads page) and this illustrates the concept and the market
which TruckTrain targets. Pendolino strongly encourages readers to review this important and exciting rail development. In brief,
TruckTrain uses existing rail infrastructure to deliver and collect product within close proximity of the end user.
TruckTrain will:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Use existing rail infrastructure.
Use the “Heineken Principle”; easily reaches places that other trains cannot reach.
Make rail a reliable, secure, cost-effective, efficient and high speed choice for moving high value/ consumer goods.
Reduce double-handling at intermediate hubs.
Reduce road congestion by providing an attractive and competitive alternative.
Outperform road transport cost models over short, medium and long distances.
Work in a range of service applications.
Enable the rail system to become a fast and reliable part of sophisticated JIT supply chains.
Accommodate a variety of container sizes/dimensions.

In addition TruckTrain is cost effective, competitive, commercial, flexible, reliable, secure and environmentally superior.
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2.

Compactterminal is the other new initiative Pendolino wishes to highlight. Although Pendolino is focused on the location of
terminals, when it comes to design of these terminals then a Compactterminal design may well provide the flexible structure needed
for the terminals of the future. Wincanton Rhenania already operate from a Compactterminal in Switzerland and recent orders have
just been announced in other European countries. A document is attached in the Appendix 2 which illustrates the concept, design
and in this case, the application of Compactterminal in a UK environment.
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10. EURONET - RECOMMENDED PENDOLINO TERMINALS
Euronet
All Working Group contributors were invited to submit a list of terminals by city/zone with justification for selection, maps and if possible
photographs. Shippers were invited to state whether they supported the contention that the central European corridor was indeed
Duisburg/Basel/Milan (without contention this corridor was supported). They were also asked to comment on the spread of terminals
based on raw material sourcing and supply of finished goods. In addition, contributors were invited to propose terminals by city/zone
without consideration of political borders: this was a challenge – in effect we were asking them to stargaze ahead to 2015. Contributors
also had to resist the tendency to support zones that they were currently active in if they genuinely believed that in the medium term
these regions could become less important.
The Working Group strongly supported the contention that European transport planning must progressively be based on a borderless
Europe. If we have to take national sensitivities and local agendas into account we are unlikely to seriously address far less solve the
growing threat of congestion.
The key drivers were to predict areas of significant industrial activity and to take account of key centres of consumption 2015. Euronet is
the result of Working Group deliberations.
One thing is clear: Member States can no longer afford the expediency of short term transport strategies for domestic political ends.
tHEY are in a global economy whether they like it or not and Europe has a problem. Increasing congestion carries a high cost not just
economically but environmentally. European electors expect their Governments to look ahead and determine a way forward that is in the
best interest of Europe as a whole. This principle also applies to the corporate sector who in many cases seeks short term solutions to
maximise short term shareholder returns.
The Working Group recognise the pressures in the FMCG sector to continually respond to consumer demand, meaning that in many cases
they cannot plan beyond a two to three year cycle (even that may be generous). Because transport projects or infrastructure
enhancement take many years between inception and implementation we already have two conflicting aims.
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So how do we break out of this irreconcilable cycle? Member states must provide leadership in a Pan European context and identify
where major transport hubs should be located regardless of borders, investing or at least facilitating Investment accordingly.
The Working Group has sought a wide range of opinions from the perspective of the shippers and transport providers. In addition, many
nationalities have been consulted. To fine tune the requirements of hubs that serve a transhipment role and the domestic hinterlands we
are keen to progress Pendolino Phase 2 and 3.
Please see overleaf for Pendolino Phase 1’s Euronet map.
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Euronet
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Detailed examples of Euronet Pendolino Intermodal Terminal Infrastructure for Central Europe

DK

PENDOLINO

DK Nordics

Kiel

Intermodal terminal
infrastructure horizon 2015
projection for Germany

Rostock
Lübeck

Draft for discussion by group

Hamburg
Bremen

PL
RU

Berlin

Hannover

Duisburg
NL

Transnational backbone terminals
Erfurt/
Leipzig

BE

Cologne

FR

Regional terminals
CZ

UK/IE

Domestic high speed rail tracks (*)

Mainz/
Frankfurt

ES/PT

Other rail tracks
Nuremberg
Major seaports / inland ports

Ludwigshafen
/Mannheim/
Karlsruhe

FR

Munich

„Blue Banana“ economic area
AT

HU

TU Ukraine
CH

(*) Source: DB Net 21 development plan

IT

Note: names refer to areas rather than particular cities, except for port installations

August 2003
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Pendolino in the Balkans – NIS
Distance from Niš to other cities:
Athens

977km

Moscow

2210km

Vienna

830km

Oslo

2797km

Berlin

1722km Paris

2027km

Budapest 617km

Prague

1115km

Bucharest 475km

Rome

1508km

Warsaw

1470km Thessaloniki 396km

Istanbul

986km

Kiev

1322km Stocholm

2836km

Milan

1258km Hamburg

1908km

Sofia

155km
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Pendolino in the Iberian Peninsula
The Iberian Peninsula offers a clear example of establishing a dedicated rail corridor between Algeciras and Perpignan by using the
existing track and switching passengers onto the new high-speed line between Seville and Barcelona. This project is viable with an
investment that would not exceed 340 million euros and would service intercontinental traffic between North Africa and Europe as well as
most of the Mediterranean ports in Spain. This Transfesa initiative is welcome however Pendolino at the present time believes that
Pendolino terminals will be based in Madrid and Barcelona.

High Speed Line
Conventional rail track
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11. Verification of Pendolino Conclusions
Cologne to Kocaeli
The initiative in which Transfesa has participated, to develop the intermodal corridor between Cologne and Turkey demonstrates the
potential of Pendolino. The corridor in question crosses six countries with five trains a week in each direction and is consistent with
Pendolino thinking.

Köln (Germany)

TRAIN TIMETABLE

Aschaffenburg(Germany)
Nürnberg(Germany)
Passau(Germany)
Sopron/ Gyor (Hungary)

Map Auto Routecruzando
Ebenfurth(Austria)
paises

Curtici(Rumania)
Giurgiu(Rumania)
Ruse (Bulgaria)
Svilengrad(Bulgaria)
Kapikule(Turkey)
Köseköy (Turkey)
Kocaeli(Turkey)
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In conjunction with six State railway companies Transfesa has set in motion the longest intermodal rail freight corridor in Europe, with
five trains a week in each direction between Cologne and Istambul, which crosses the Bosphorus Strait on a rail ferry, arriving at the
intermodal terminal at Köseköy, where swapbodies are transhipped to lorries for final distribution to Kocaeli, on the Asian side of Turkey.
The reliability is 97%, and this is achieved even though the different railways are still not interoperable; the reason lies in slot observance
and the absence of conflict with fast trains in the corridor. We know therefore that the measures that make rail freight transportation
possible are feasible in the short term and not at all costly.
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Renault
This information is from Renault – again, supporting Pendolino’s conclusions.
Complementary Industrial Presence
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Appendix 1 – Eurostat Press Office Release

48/2005 - 8 April 2005
Population projections 2004-2050
EU25 population rises until 2025, then falls
Working age population expected to decrease by 52 million by 2050
Over the next two decades the total population of the EU25 is expected to increase by more than 13 million
inhabitants, from 456.8 million on 1 January 2004 to 470.1 million on 1 January 2025. Population growth in the
EU25 until 2025 will be mainly due to net migration, since total deaths in the EU25 will outnumber total births from
2010. The effect of net migration will no longer outweigh the natural decrease after 2025, when the population will
start to decline gradually. The population will reach 449.8 million on 1 January 2050, that is a decrease of more
than 20 million inhabitants compared to 2025. Over the whole projection period the EU25 population will decrease
by 1.5%, resulting from a 0.4% increase for the EU15 and a 11.7% decrease for the ten new Member States.
The share of the population of working age (between 15 and 64) in the total population is expected to decrease
strongly in the EU25, from 67.2% in 2004 to 56.7% in 2050, that is a fall of 52 million inhabitants of working age.
The share of the population aged between 0 and 14 will also be reduced, from 16.4% in 2004 to 13.4% in 2050,
while the proportion of elderly people (aged 65 and more) is expected to almost double over this period, from
16.4% in 2004 to 29.9% in 2050.
This information on population projections1 in the EU25, Bulgaria and Romania, issued by Eurostat, the
Statistical Office of the European Communities, has been derived from the analysis and extrapolation of
demographic trends. Given the length of the projection period, results should be considered with caution.

Largest declines in most of the new Member States
In 2004 the population is estimated to have decreased in seven Member States (the Czech Republic, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia). By 2025 the population will decrease in another six; Italy
(from 2013), Germany and Slovenia (both 2014), Portugal (2018), Greece (2020) and Spain (2022). By 2050,
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twenty Member States are expected to registe r a decline in their population; the previous thirteen plus Finland
(from 2028), Austria (2029), Denmark (2032), the Netherlands (2036), Belgium (2037), the United Kingdom
(2040) and France (2042). The population will still be increasing in Ireland, Cyprus, Luxembourg, Malta and
Sweden.
Between 2004 and 2050, the largest declines are expected to be observed in most of the new Member States:
Latvia ( -19.2%), Estonia (-16.6%), Lithuania (-16.4%), the Czech Republic (-12.9%), Hungary and Slovakia
(both -11.9%), and Poland ( -11.8%). Over the whole period, the strongest increases will be recorded in
Luxembourg (+42.3%), Ireland (+36.0%), Cyprus (+33.5%) and Malta (+27.1%).
In absolute terms the largest population decreases are expected in Germany (-7.9 million), followed by Italy (-5.2
million) and Poland ( -4.5 million), while the highest rises are expected in France (+ 5.8 million), the United
Kingdom (+4.7 million) and Ireland (+1.5 million).

Number of adults and young people down by 67 million by 2050
The proportion of the population in working age (between 15 and 64) is expected to decline sharply in the long run.
In the EU25 it will pass from 67.2% in 2004 to 56.7% in 2050, i.e. in absolute terms from 306.8 million in 2004 to
254.9 million in 2050. In 2050 the lowest shares o f the population of working age will be observed in Spain
(52.9%), Italy ( 53.5%), Portugal (55.0%) and Greece (55.2%) and the highest in Luxembourg (61.3%), Malta
(60.8%) and the Netherlands (60.7%).
The share of the EU25 population aged between 0 and 14 will decrease from 16.4% in 2004 to 13.4% in 2050. The
largest decreases will be recorded in Cyprus (from 20.0% to 13.3%) and Ireland (from 20.9% to 16.0%). In 2050
the proportion of young people will range between 11.2% in Italy and 16.6% in Luxembourg.

More than 10% of the population aged 80 or over in 2050
On the other hand, the proportion of elderly people (aged 65 and more) is expected to rise substantially throughout
the whole projection period. In the EU25 it will increase from 16.4% in 2004 to 29.9% in 2050, or from 75.3 million
in 2004 to 134.5 million in 2050. The largest shares of elderly people in 2050 are expected in Spain (35.6%), Italy
(35.3%), and Greece (32.5%), and the lowest in Luxembourg (22.1%), the Netherlands (23.5 %) and Denmark
(24.1%).
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The proportion of very old people (aged 80 and more) is expected to almost triple in the EU25, from 4.0% in 2004
to 11.4% in 2050, with the highest proportions expected in Italy (14.1%), Germany (13.6%) and Spain (12.8%).
As a consequence, the elderly dependency ratio2 in the EU25 will rise from 24.5% in 2004 to 52.8% in 2050, while
the young dependency ratio3 would remain more or less constant throughout the projection period, passing from
24.4% in 2004 to 23.7% in 2050. The total dependency ratio4 in the EU25 would increase from 48.9% in 2004 to
76.5% in 2050. This means that whereas in 2004 there was one inactive person (young or elderly) for every two
persons of working age, in 2050 there would be three inactive persons for every four of working age.
1. The Eurostat set of population projections is just one among several scenarios of population evolution based on
assumptions of fertility, mortality and migration. The current trend scenario does not take into account any future measures
that could influence demographic trends and comprises four variants: the ‘baseline’ variant presented in this News Release,
as well as 'high population', 'low population' and 'zero-migration' variants, all available on the Eurostat website. It should be
noted that the assumptions adopted by Eurostat may differ from those adopted by National Statistical Institutes (for
example, assumptions about migration levels in Italy and Slovenia). Therefore, the results published by Eurostat can be
different from those published by Member States.
2. Population aged 65 and more as a percentage of population aged between 15 and 64.
3. Population aged between 0 and 14 as a percentage of population aged between 15 and 64.
4. Sum of young and elderly dependency ratios.
5. Data for France refer to metropolitan France.

Issued by:
Eurostat Press Office:
Philippe BAUTIER
BECH Building
L-2920 Luxembourg
Tel: +352-4301-33 444
Fax: +352-4301-35 349
eurostat-pressoffice@cec.eu.int
Eurostat news releases on the Web:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/eurostat/
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Appendix 2 – UK Compactterminal Brochure
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The Compactterminal
The High Productivity Route for Scotland’s Intermodal Freight Terminal
Network
The Compactterminal was initiated
by Tuchschmid Constructa AG and
developed

through

an

EU

Intermodal Project called Terminet
during the period 1997 – 2000.
The objective was to develop a
new modular design of low cost,
high

performance

intermodal

terminal capable of handling ISO
containers,
trailers,

swap

which

bodies

would

and

have

a

higher performance rating than
existing equipment, gantry cranes
and reach stackers.

In this way it would be possible to speed up the turnaround of trucks and trains,
facilitate low cost transfers between warehouses and the transhipment module or rail
terminal on distribution centre sites, and provide an improved operating cost profile
with reduced use of land, energy and environmental impact.

The Compactterminal, based on overhead crane technology, is able to achieve a typical performance of 40 lifts
per hour and a travel speed of 200 metres per minute. Its energy consumption is typically 30% lower than its
competitors and yet it can achieve sound pressure levels at full lift of less than 70dB. One Compactterminal crane
in output terms is about the equivalent of 3 reach stackers or 1.33 gantry cranes.
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The

Cargodrome

first

application

at

Cargodrome in Switzerland was
opened in January 2004 for a

Phase III

consortium consisting of RM AG
(the

train

and

terminal

operator), Wincanton Rhenania
(a central European subsidiary
of

the

Wincanton

Logistics

Group), and Drier (a container
leasing company). In its first
year of 240 operating days a
single crane handled 955 trains
carrying
shipments

over
through

10,000
the

terminal, 99% of which were
the slower bottom lift swap bodies.

The terminal still had capacity to handle an

additional 3 trains per day which have been added in the 2005/6 timetable.
The Compactterminal has developed a reputation for high performance levels and operational reliability at low
energy consumption - providing an excellent service to Cargodrome’s customers, but through its quiet operation,
without intruding on the local community.

Ideal compactterminal locations
would be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Glasgow (Central Scotland)
M80/M8/M74
Newcastle A1
Warrington M62/M6/M56
Leeds M62/M1
Tamworth M42/M5/M40/M1/M6
Bristol M4/M5
Watford M25/M1

In Scotland a terminal network has been proposed linking the outlying cities of Aberdeen, Inverness, Hunterston
(Ayrshire Coast) with the central belt – Grangemouth and Coatbridge. However it is likely that there will be a mix
of traffic between intra Scotland destinations, and transhipment from feeder services to other
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trains

moving

to

destinations

south of the border and the
continent
Tunnel,

via
at

the

Channel

Coatbridge

and

Grangemouth. Hence these two
terminals will perform a rail hub
role as well as serving their own
hinterland.

At these locations rapid transfer
of

loads

maintaining
schedules,

will

be

critical

freight
so

to

train
the

Compactterminals’ ability to
operate at the highest peak performance with the lowest cost per lift could be critical. If there is space for break
bulk warehouse units on these sites, direct links by AGV could also fulfil an internal transport role. In these
terminals we would envisage a length of terminal 400 – 500 metres long with a 33 metre span for the crane. This
will permit up to 9 lanes, road, rail or temporary storage, to be provided under the cranes. Depending on
throughput, 2 or 3 overhead cranes would be provided.

At terminals, such as those proposed for Aberdeen and Inverness, it is likely that the narrow sites, such as that
proposed at Craiginches, will mean that there would be insufficient width to operate efficiently with reach
stackers, and a smaller Compactterminal overhead crane layout giving terminal lengths of 250 – 300 metres with
7 lanes under a single crane would enable the terminal to handle the strategically important JIT supermarket type
traffics very fast and to recover some time from late running by the trains. In addition space can sometimes be
created for a small on site break bulk warehouse unit to be included at the ends of the sites. The
Compactterminal also has the ability to accept road vehicles at different points of entry along the side of the
crane, thus enabling priority collections or deliveries to be handled out of sequence. Two or three high stacking of
containers under the crane can be accommodated according to requirements.

Finally for facilities to link roll on roll off ports such as the proposed Stranraer – Rosyth land bridge for traffics
moving between N. Ireland and the continent, smaller and cheaper Compactterminal layouts can be considered,
where container strorage is not an issue, but a fast turn round of trucks, trains and ships is critical to customer
operations. Here short 5 lane Compactterminals occupying small sites would be sufficient although trains may
need to be split or operate on a drive through basis. Again the Compactterminal’s superior speed and low unit
operating cost would be extremely valuable to the terminal operators.
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